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Please note and keep!

iso45 Premium sectional garage door with RC2 burglar resistance
Dear Customer,
You have received a hardware package to upgrade a Novoferm iso45-4 quality sectional door to achieve
burglar-resistant resistance class RC2 according to DIN/TS 18194:2020-07.
Please find enclosed with this letter the associated identification label, which must be permanently
attached next to the type plate on the door leaf after installation. Please ensure that the label is not
accidentally removed or becomes illegible due to external influences or cleaning measures.
Please note that resistance class RC2 according to DIN/TS 18194 can only be achieved if the following
conditions are met:
§
§

§
§
§
§
§
§

§
§

The iso45 sectional garage door is from series 4 (after 08/2014)
The door leaf does not have any openings, e.g. pass doors, window variants (incl. light strip),
emergency unlocking mechanism, door locking mechanism incl. lock and handle, and ventilation
grating.
The Novomatic 423 or Novomatic 563 S garage door operator has been installed (no NovoPort)
The door leaf area (BRB x BRH) is a maximum of 15 m²
The head section is designed without a special sectional height (not possible: BRH 2150 – 2225 &
2675)
The supplied add-on parts of the RC2 DIN/TS 18194 iso45 hardware package have been installed in
accordance with the instructions.
Installation with a thermal door frame set (version 1) not possible
The building structure’s opening dimension must correspond to the door's coordinating height. The
door should be an exact fit and must not offer any point of attack due to the installation situation.
(max. WOM (wall opening dimensions) = BRM (coordinated size) + 10 mm all round = (BRB
[coordinating width] +20) x (BRH [coordinating height]+10)
Only installation behind the opening and fixing through frame front holes à reinforced angular
frame, panels and special anchors cannot be used
No use of key switches

Deviations from the above specifications will invalidate the RC2 class.
In case of deviations, the sticker must not be applied to the door leaf.
Installation in compliance with the specifications must be documented by a specialist contractor's
confirmation, which must be kept together with this letter and the installation and operating instructions.
Please contact your Novoferm dealer if you require any further information.
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